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PRODUCT SPECIFICS

AIR SO

AIR SO SMALL - LUMENS EXCLUSIVE

Adam Tihany
Air

SO SO SMALL

The AIR suspension light, conceived by Adam Tihany, combines a love 
of design with a solid ecological ethos. Featuring intricate laser cuts, a 
double emission light (in the large version) and a warm, inviting glow, 
you wouldn’t guess that this light is made of GREEN CAST®. This is 
a 100% recycled and recyclable acrylic material produced with the 
utmost respect for primary resources, involving a significantly reduced 
amount of raw materials, and the re-use of what is considered waste. 

With AIR, Contardi makes a pledge to become an even greener 
company in the future, with a promise to drastically cut the waste 
of materials and damage to the Earth. We want our lamps to have 
a great impact on the world of design, and the smallest possible 
environmental footprint.
Air is available in small and large versions.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICS

FRAME

Cream-coloured GREEN CAST®

DIFFUSER

Opal white GREEN CAST®

LIGHT SOURCE

110V

Strip LED

+

Custom LED

SO
DOUBLE EMISSION

Lower: 
1 x 15W
Custom LED
Light emission: 2.500 Lm
2.700 K; CRI: >90  
IP20

Upper: 
1 x 7.5W
Stip LED
Light emission: 650 Lm
2.700 K; CRI: >90  
IP20

SO SMALL - Lumens Exclusive 
DOUBLE EMISSION 

Lower: 
1 x 9W
Custom LED
Light emission: 1.250 Lm
2.700 K; CRI: >90  
IP20

Upper: 
1 x 3.5W
Stip LED
Light emission: 450 Lm
2.700 K; CRI: >90  
IP20

Phase cut/Triac dimming

Compatibility with 1-10V dimming system 
available on demand

Black-coloured GREEN CAST®

available on demand
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AIR SO

PRODUCT PACKAGING

Weight Box 1

22 lbs L: 39.4”

W: 39.4”

H: 14.2”

Weight: 25.3 lbs
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AIR SO SMALL - LUMENS EXCLUSIVE

PRODUCT PACKAGING

Weight Box 1

22 lbs L: 29.5”

W: 29.5”

H: 14.2”

Weight: 22 lbs



Copyright and/or design rights subsist in this drawing. No part of this drawing may be reproduced in any 
material form (including photocopying or storing in any medium electronic means,
whether or not intentionally and whether or not as part or a larger publication) without the express permission 
of the copyright owner, Contardi Lighting S.r.l.. Further and without prejudice to the
above, this drawing and all information relating thereto is confidential, and shall not be communicated to a 
third party without the consent of Contardi lighting srl. Contardi lighting srl asserts
all rights to be identified as the author of the work and otherwise.

WARNING: The doing of any unauthorised act in relation to a copyright work may result in both a civil claim 
for damages and criminal prosecution.
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